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 The State Government of Georgia, in the traditional “Southern” United States, is super-

corrupt, and they work with a few other U.S. States along with scamming wealthy Corporations, 

to share joint attacks upon area residents and businesses, committing personal offenses upon their 

victims’ at their homes including additional severe professional attacks upon law-abiding citizens 

who these corruptionists just do not like nor favor, for nefarious reasons opposing ethical morality, 

financial, and racial interests, regardless of law, or good, or right.  These corruptionists use of 

illegal and unlawful Mafioso-style and Gestapo-like tactics, in order to threaten, strike fear, and 

intimidate, so as to coerce victims to surrender their rights combating extorted money from all of 

us, imposing a fearful avoidance of retaliation by the wrath of powerful Government and rogue 

Corporate immense wealth, in their joint attacks upon victims both before and after consumer and 

business helpers’ victimization by them; a confirmed reality by Law Enforcement Attorney-

networks in and outside of Georgia.  My entire career has been clean before retiring, so Georgia – 

in aid to their rogue wealthy “friends” – has resorted to concocting artificial allegations against me 

and others – apparently a standard control tactic not known to outsiders, nor me before I was 

targeted.  It was unknown to me when I came to Georgia that this Government operates by 

corruption that was finally revealed by insiders, but only after targeted damage was inflicted. 

 Because Georgia and their rogue wealthy “friends” are well aware that after my career span 

from 1986 to 2022, when I officially retired from standard practice, while I volunteered my 

retirement plans to Georgia that I am transitioning to Educator and Author through my Collegia – 

to teach on a national and global platform the proper methods of Industry practices (versus the 

improper Bad Faith conduct against Consumers that my Expert talent defeats – while I never 

dreamed that a State’s Government in the USA would ever even be involved in extreme malicious 

prevention and retaliation (Mafioso acts) to protect and preserve the illicit methods used by their 

Corporate “friends” that’s been hidden for years for profiteering) – unbeknownst to me, I have 

been targeted for ruin accordingly.  This hidden agenda is only known to insiders. 

 This alarming corruption absurdity is happening in American society, which is 

intended to be free from oppression, by way of historical and perpetual national law and 
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normal culture,  but is instead a unconscionable attempt by these corruptionists to silence 

witnesses and prevent citizen-victims’ from speaking out against being oppressed, and 

from false commissions of wrongful injustices inflicted upon innocent, honest victims, all 

for these corruptionists’ profiteering (at the expense of their victims, as only achievable 

by such victimization) – similar to non-free, restricted societies having tyrannical rule.  

Georgia tries to fraudulently reduce, limit, or remove its citizens’ rights by falsely 

fabricating false and unfavorable official records against their perceived Political Enemies, 

laundering Fraud to become officially Affirmed (but of which of course these corruptionists 

not only deny, but they profess the opposite, in order to hide such illegality).   

 Georgia manufactures, fabricates, contrives, and the like, their needed falsehoods 

to Frame-Up of residents who are not welcome in their preferred environment, to continue 

their Criminal Enterprise operations of self-enrichment profiteering (the facts and truth of 

citizen honesty, innocence, and law-abidance all harm and impede Georgia’s financial 

goals in instances such as my own practices which affect them).  So, while Georgia’s  

mandate for existence and function is to prevent citizen victimization from unlawful acts 

through prevention and redress by laws and other societal rules, these corruptionist 

leaders alternatively arrange for unlawful attacks with illegal tactics against honest 

citizens who they merely deem to be in opposition – akin to any Criminal Enterprise – in 

order for these Government and Corporation corruptionists to benefit from their long term 

strategy, a “business plan” which is easier and faster to obtain by their cheating and 

victimizing-exploitation and/or elimination of honest and innocent citizens and business 

persons whose proper conduct interfere and limit this nefarious progress – just like any 

criminal act for illicit money gains.   

 Georgia is more accurately a profit-seeking hybrid business corporation operating 

in pursuit of great and continued wealth and self-enrichment, and to benefit their Elites 

much more so than the majority non-elites (ordinary citizens) rather than a law-functioning 

Government.  I have been targeted just the same, and beyond, and I continue to be, 
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because these corruptionists perceive my honest and ethical Expert talent as a “danger” 

to allow my continuing successes against all of these corruptionists.   

 I am in a war with America’s State of Georgia and their assisting criminal partners 

including at least, but not limited to, the State of Florida and rogue wealthy insurance 

Carriers who befriend and “incentivize” them, and who will remain undisclosed while 

investigations are ongoing over several years. 

 Unsuspecting Consumers and Business people believe in American Justice, but it 

is only a false sense of security in Georgia, because Georgia ignores it, and reverses 

American Justice rights and liberties to prevent your Justice entitlement if you are not 

liked.  Georgia’s Government is in no way appreciative of respectable values including 

right and wrong, legal or illegal, etc., just like it’s “friends” disregard in exchange for profits 

similarly, but these corruptionists are instead all about who this Government likes, prefers, 

and favors (i.e., “friends” who align, assist, and help to progress their nefarious agendas), 

and that favoritism is dependent on who provides the most favorable financial gain or 

advantageous favors given, which in virtually all instances are law-breakers, their 

“bought” Officials who are effectively “owned” by loyalty in exchange for rewards (by 

selling Justice, rights, immunity to the highest bidder.)  Rights, law, and Justice are “for 

sale” here, as well as deprived-rights, injustice, and fake law are available for the “right 

price”); of course, all done illegally.  In its defiance of American culture, lifestyle, law, and 

related customary citizen behavior and actions, Georgia makes-up its own un-American 

rules, hides them, and then upon “outsiders” discovering them – usually from being 

victims of them – Georgia then proceeds to silence the exposure of them by threatening 

and intimidating outsiders like me, becoming their victims by committing real-time 

retaliatory crimes to stop citizens rights and entitlements under true American law.    

 The fact is that Law Enforcement Attorneys have emphatically and affirmatively, in 

absolute terms, without question or exception, explained that Georgia is super-corrupt in 

its absence of true governing, devoid of honest, fair, and ethical Administrators with good 
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faith intentions, while the true operation corruption and the absence of true governing is 

in fact masked for concealment (including “laws” and “legal processes” that are only 

cosmetic, a costume, and are therefore Bogus) – including their diversion of these 

corruptionists’ wrongs committed against innocent people to “take the blame” (Frame-

Ups and Railroading [Paper-Lynchings]) on themselves away from these corruptionist 

perpetrators, including their standardized intimidation tactics against citizens including 

Lawyers, all to control financial outcomes which favor the powerful, despite being unfair 

and unlawful.  All of this corruption is designed to generate a biased result in favor of  the 

Government and their rogue wealthy Corporate “friends”, who enrich each other as a 

partnership of  “quid pro quo”, or otherwise the rogue wealthy Corporations indirectly 

control or “influence” the Georgia Government by feeding this Government’s thirst for 

great wealth; the wealth that belongs to the consumer citizens, which professionals such 

as me recover from scamming Corporations, but then we are viewed as Political Enemies 

and we are subsequently targeted for termination to prevent perceived future financial 

and power-abuse-free-reign losses of rogue wealthy Corporation “friends” of Georgia 

(and their associate “friends”). 

 The State of Georgia, in the United States of America, is privately considered 

by virtually everyone in the local, historical South, and beyond, to be the “Capitol 

of Corruption”.  Georgia is NOT a Government comprised of well-intending, good and 

honest people, who enjoy helping the unfortunate, and relish in the joy of others’ 

successes.  Georgia’s Government is a greed-operation who instead sacrifices good 

people and good work from which to profit, and they attempt to destroy anyone who gets 

in their way.  Georgia’s corruption is the leader of the “Dirty South”.  The corruption in 

Georgia is severe, and it is of the same style in other Southern States who follow 

Georgia’s lead and act similarly and nefariously.  I was a naïve resident of Georgia for 

over a decade until 2022 when the repeated attacks upon me by this corrupt Government 

revealed the previously hidden and disguised truth.  Georgia is working with corrupt 
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Florida as well, and I defeated both of them in the past from their Fraudulent Frame-Up 

attempts upon me, while the State of Alabama has pursued similar paths, but where I 

helped to also defeat Alabama as well.  Therefore, this Georgia Government has now 

retaliated with their fourth attempt to target me for ruin, and multiple times, but mostly 

unknown to me previously, being done behind my back – due to these corruptionists 

covert tactics of illicit intent against me – where instead of appreciating the value and 

contributions that I provide to the communities’ public, Georgia and their “friends” seek to 

take advantage of citizens for financial gains, and professionals like me are very skilled 

in preventing and correcting that victimization, except for the fact that our proper actions 

having prevailed, eventually became so successful that Georgia (and their other “friends” 

of similar interests) have resorted to corrupt illegal violations, to stop me/us, and to win 

by their resorting to severe cheating – the tactics of winning by any means, and cheating 

of the rules is virtually a sure bet to an uncontested win – especially when they police 

themselves, having no overseer!  (other than the United States Constitution, which they 

gamble will be too difficult for anyone to enforce upon them – which they have admitted!) 

 The consequences of their cheating are severe as persons have lost jobs, careers, 

reputations, money, and related, all from these corrupt activities that have no place in the 

true free and fair America which disallows victimization.  But, Georgia and their friends 

instead view this region in reality as the “old Confederacy”, in ways that are secretly 

maintained to oppress persons who are not part of Georgia’s rich and powerful club, 

through the historical “Hate Group”-tactics that have been outlawed, so they are used by 

and for fraudulent and corrupt means against innocent people.  These “Officials”, 

including in all Government branches, act unanimously, but not as checks and balances 

as required, but to profit from citizens, by being tantamount to Crime Bosses.  Out of the 

thousands of Lawyers and Officials, and their staff (who enjoy favoritism benefits by 

corrupt methods), few ever risk defying the “Good Ole’ Boy ‘System’” of Mafioso, but those 
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few are a small minority who in fact live and work with trepidation.  They risk that very fear 

to maintain integrity, refusing to engage in unlawful conduct, thereby opposing Georgia. 

 Consumer citizens are often victims, who then need my services accordingly.  But, 

some Consumer citizens are not honest, who then join this secretive and hidden 

corruptionist Government and Corporation partnership as being welcomed ammunition to 

use against honest and innocent Consumers and Business-persons just has Georgia has 

done to me.  These dishonest Consumers scam and lie, while Georgia is aware of that 

reality, but Georgia argues that the lies are true, because that helps both of them in 

damaging me and those like me.  While the Southern culture also allows, encourages, 

and and enhances dishonest Consumers scamming upon businesses who these 

corruptionists disfavor – when actual Consumer violations are a helpful asset to these 

corruptionists as a number of Southern Governments encourage and facilitate such 

scamming upon businesses and persons – any wrongdoing to damage me/us is welcome, 

who and which these rogue wealthy Governments protect in alliances to win the long-

term goals of sacrificing people for riches.  “An enemy of my enemy is my friend.” 

 Rogue greedy corporations commit unfair and unlawful acts against citizen-

consumers and their assistors like me, where Georgia’s Government acts as the Enforcer 

for these law-breaking Corporations to ensure the success of this scamming, by refusing 

to apply true law to prevent abuses on residents and business-people, fabricating artificial 

laws, or by using counterfeit laws that defy the American Legal System – including 

intentional mis-interpretation and mis-application of true law converted to be false law – 

or by concocting Bogus wrong-doing, and/or re-defining existing laws in an entirely 

incorrect manner that Frames-Up and railroads people by artificially appearing as rule-

compliance, and then having their “bought” Officials (illegally purchased loyalty power 

from Judges, Appointees, Administrators, etc., via favors and other “incentives” for them 

to cooperate – either by friendly or threatening [threat of damage] incentives) sign 

documents containing false information to Paper-Lynch innocent persons who Georgia, 
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and who the rogue corporate friends, don’t like (e.g., costing them money, and/or 

compromising their power by demanding rights and law enforcement:  both of which are 

merely discretionary in Georgia as tools of control and self-enrichment by and for a ruling 

club of Elites, but not for the protection of its citizens by Public Policy). 

 I am one of those persons being persecuted in these ways, because I am not from 

the South nor was I previously familiar with this reality until relocated into Georgia after 

age fifty (50).  America is a free society, with citizens rights, but Georgia is actually not 

true America – but maintains a un-American Confederacy culture; hidden to protect and 

preserve it to the extent possible – and these Officials ignore those realities, because they 

cannot legally nor rightfully control American freedoms and citizens’ rights and liberties, 

nor do they want them, so Georgia uses its own secretive illegal rules to get what they 

want.  They comply only minimally with American life, because Georgia is owned by 

America, and there are financial advantages to minimal compliance with its owner, 

America, including the deceptive illusion of American life existing here, but there are even 

greater financial advantages by Georgia’s Government partnering with corrupt wealthy 

Corporations by use of Confederacy practices (both of whom compete AGAINST me!  A 

business competition has become a personal war of destructive attacks and defenses, 

which exceeds business conduct.)  So, a State Government who exists by, for, and of the 

citizenry and national law via the Constitution of the United States in order to protect the 

rights of law-abiding citizens and business-persons, instead only abuses it’s Authority to 

aid the exploitation victimization of the citizenry – the nature of the historical Confederacy 

– limiting and removing citizens’ rights that these Corporate-partnered Government 

criminals are sworn to, and have promised to, defend, because in resisting their publicly-

provided responsibility, this Government enjoys great financial rewards from rogue 

wealthy insurance Carriers when these Corporations scam millions of citizens mercilessly.  

Make no mistake, this Georgia Government works to help victimize their own citizens, 
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expendable assets, for their own greed and profiteering, instead of protecting victims of 

Corporate greed – the very opposite of purpose.   

 No element of Georgia Government can be trusted, because they attempt to 

control Government Public Servants with coercion, extortion, other intimidation tactics, 

and the like.  People in Georgia admit living in fear, which is shocking in America, but that 

is a major subordinate goal by these corruptionists as support for the larger goal of mass  

control to then limit the obstructions like me in order to clear the way to greater 

profiteering, because in Georgia, Public Servants attempt to instead act as Rulers of the 

public, just like the former Confederacy concept of the Master ruling over Slaves – the 

surrogates of the rogue wealthy Corporate allies with the same overall goals.   

 The Courts are said by everyone to be “bought” by and large, where they then 

wrongfully, unlawfully, illicitly, and illegally protect the interests of the wealthy and powerful 

– the very opposite of Government’s chartered function – instead of contrarily and 

rightfully protecting the citizenry against the severe abuses of the wealthy and powerful.  

If any non-elite citizen – a non-Lawyer or non-Government Official outside of the Elitist 

group (who benefits by the “System” [of Mafioso]) – asserts their rights against injustice, 

Georgia will then attack such persons to silence such protestors from exercising their 

American freedoms, and then to retaliate and punish American rights-seekers from 

protesting about having been victimized after the protests are voiced!  Georgia and their 

rogue wealthy “friends” seek to remove rights from the people, granted by America, to 

instead illicitly and illegally restrict peoples’ rights to Georgia’s own invalid version of 

them, which is in no way America, where those convenient alternative versions directly 

conflict with American law and culture.  The intended effects on innocent people are to 

first victimize them, and then to blame the victims themselves for crimes committed by 

the corruptionists to cover-up the attacks suffered by the victim from the corruptionists, 

by scaring the victims into silence!  THIS is what Georgia has done against me, trying to 
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succeed with this illicit scheme, along with Florida who tried similar tactics, and who has 

been coaching Georgia, and through their benefactors, the rogue wealthy Carriers. 

 Georgia and their friends are on the wrong side of the law, but they Frame-Up 

innocent citizens in opposition by law compliance in order for these corruptionists appear 

innocent and justified in prosecuting and persecuting their innocent enemies, trying hard 

to make the innocent victims look like the guilty perpetrators by lies, falsehoods, Frame-

Ups, Railroading, and anything that might work – a double attack; 1) first cheated, 2) and 

then blamed by their attackers (these corruptionists) by additional cheating! (blaming the 

victims as if the victims committed the attackers wrongdoings!  “Blame the other guy!”) – 

who obstruct their profit victimizing.  Not being a “Southerner”, I was unaware, but I’ve 

since been informed, that the practice at least in Georgia is that mere allegations make a 

victim guilty by the accusations alone where that victim is then required to prove his/her 

innocence.  So, instead of that plight being an unfortunate victimization, it is cleverly 

weaponized to deliberately situate a victim in that debacle to cause harm to the innocent 

victim – a malevolent malice. 

 Georgia has unlawfully attacked me, multiple times, including at my residence, and 

upon my personal property, while they try to criminalize me as a victim by having their 

Lawyers and other persons in their Offices falsify Affirmations that have no merit, from 

allegations that don’t exist other than by paper fabrications, or are spun from good to 

being bad, and related scamming, all in order for Officials to engage in unlawful and illegal 

Mafioso-type acts against me and others, just because I am the most advanced Insurance 

Claims Expert in the nation, a super-strongly disfavored reality having only recently been 

revealed, which was unknown to me previously, is a horrifying reality for rogue Insurance 

Carriers who I cause to issue Indemnity payouts of large financial sums to the Customers 

who’ve been victimized by these rogue Corporation Carriers who cheated their own 

Customers (hence my professional service retention), and while I pressure the 

Government to enforce rules against these rogue wealthy friends of theirs.  Law 
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Enforcement Attorneys have explained that Georgia and it’s “friends” want to stop anyone 

who prevents their Georgia’s cheating so that these Government corruptionists can 

continue cheating at the behest of their rogue wealthy corporate friends. 

 Just like in the historical South, Georgia – a State founded by criminals – and is 

now known to be maintained by criminals – is proud of its heritage, proud to defy America 

per Confederacy tradition secretly defended – by the proponents of this culture trying to 

maintain the “old South” traditions of unfairness that served to provide unfair advantages 

the rich and powerful, and by way of abuse of the citizenry being forced to serve them.  

 Georgia actively works to take away the American rights of citizens by making 

innocent people to be guilty of whatever Georgia’s Government prefers that victim to be 

guilty of, in order to ruin perceived Political Enemies – of which I unknowingly became 

one of them.  Georgia has express laws, but they are window-dressing only, because 

Georgia is considered lawless in real-world actions since the laws here are not practiced 

with American fairness, but instead that Georgia’s laws are weapons to defeat its 

perceived enemies of its financial self-enrichment pursuits.   

 So, there are the actions of scamming Corporations, then Government support and 

assistance for them – by way of corruption against any person or business who is not 

favored (Georgia uses bias and discrimination to pick winners who favor their agenda, 

regardless of impropriety, and to attack losers who do not) – and then alternatively there 

are scamming Consumers who use Georgia’s extremely dishonest Government (in 

totality:  Executive, Judicial, and Legislative Branches) to also victimize businesses for 

profiteering.  The common denominator is greed for money, which laws are in place to 

protect victims from, while those laws are absent integrity. 

 My resident State of Georgia has attacked me multiple times, including their using 

against me as an honest and innocent business practitioner unlawful and illegal Frame-

Up’s, Railroading, False Confessions brutality, Mafioso-tactics by abuse of Governmental 

Authority, and Georgia’s Government has attacked me at my residence more than once 
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despite NO wrongdoing by me (However, Georgia needs their perceived enemies to 

engage in wrongdoing in order to exploit those violations for their self-interest leverage. 

So, as in my case, because no wrongdoing exists, Georgia fabricated wrongdoing by me, 

that is actually phantom, imaginary, but signed as legally existing in their desperate need 

to all of it to be true, so they just SIGNED it all into existence, in the form of Frame-Ups, 

and then used that to Railroad me, being entirely Fraudulent).   

 The latest attack occurred in May 2024 after I published the truth of these atrocities 

against me and others in a national and international publication.   Georgia has been well-

known for years to engage in corruption stemming from generations of abuses on people 

all the way back to Slavery, but they mask their terrible abuses by falsely veiling them as 

wrongful acts deserving punishment – a masked cover-up.  Georgia is proud to be the 

historical un-American Confederacy, but secretively and kept hidden.  These abuses upon 

the public are in no way American, and are astonishingly shocking! 

 The fact of the matter is that persons like me not from the South, who come to the 

South, are under the belief that the Confederacy lost the Civil War, and that the Racial 

issues were resolved in the 1960’s, only to then discover in 2023 and 2024 that these 

dishonest “Dirty South” oppressors not only remain from eras long passed, but they are 

so immoral and dishonest, of such poor character, having criminal minds, that they 

secretly work to maintain such evil.  In America, no responsible Government would ever 

victimize innocent people when the Government exists for the benefit and service of the 

people who provided their jobs.  But, this Government thinks that they won the right to 

rule over, oppress, dominate, and cheat the very citizens who entrusted them with their 

positions that ended up as double-crossings! 

 My publishing this very information has already caused very serious attacks on 

me, intended for my permanent ruin, where revealing these truths is in fact dangerous, 

as opined by Law Enforcement Attorneys and other Attorneys and Experts who similarly 

have been subject to intimidation by Georgia’s “System” (of Mafioso), just like any 
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inherent danger from whistle-blowing on any Criminal Enterprise.  Because I have 

accomplished an exclusive top-tier Expert rating, while instead of being honored and 

celebrated as an admirable and proud achievement after a career of Industry practice, 

which is normal in America, this Georgia Government (and their “friends”) is so super-

corrupt as to instead perceive my achievement as a super threat to be stopped as an 

obstruction!  (Doing right by people, providing value to Consumers, and satisfying public 

demand, under law, and consistent with history and the law, is an obstruction!; because 

it blocks the exploitation of victims for underserved financial gains.)  Georgia’s 

Government behaves like a competing business, trying to vanquish it’s market enemies 

for greater profits, when that is in NO WAY the function of ANY Government!  These 

scammers are using their Government positions to extract riches from the economy rather 

than to protect its citizenry, being it’s correct job!   

 To contrast, my work is in high demand by the citizenry, is legal, is of great value, 

is cherished by Consumers, has been practiced worldwide for several hundred years, and 

my work effectuates Public Policy (in the absence of it by Georgia effectuating it, but then 

denying that avoidance for profiteering in its place, while lying that it practices Public 

Policy, where I am in violation – all of which is conveniently the reverse of the truth); where 

contrarily, my work is viewed as abhorrent and is disdained as a danger to the wealth of 

rich and powerful organizations including rogue Insurance Carriers and their Government 

friends!  (which, I never knew).  Stopping me then means greater financial enrichment 

from these corruptionists exploitation of Consumers without such safeguards in place that 

my services provide, by removing from the market the help that I provide Consumers by 

a cancelation of my services by these corruptionists perceived obstruction that I am 

instead of being a public value; and then the prize of winning this battle by the 

Government against me and others like me is greater wealth (wealth that rightfully 

belongs to the Consumers who retain me to recover it after they’ve wrongfully been 
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deprived of it – where my recovery is my specialization – a Government legalized practice, 

while simultaneously being despised by this Government!)   

 The fact is that Georgia, Florida, and their rogue wealthy Corporation and 

Government “friends” with each other, not us nor the public, formally and legally profile 

their victims, who protest against them, to manufacture victims into being criminals, are 

thus targeted to be rendered ineffective and ruined where false-victims can no longer 

pose a threat to the wealth and power of these corruptionists, when the victims are 

realistically honest and ethical rule-followers (an unexpected threat to corruptors).  But, 

such honesty and ethics properly reduces their victims’ victimization, so silencing scams 

are missioned.  Their accusers – these rogue Governments and rogue wealthy 

Corporations – are actually the true criminals who use these smoke-and-mirror 

deceptions to misdirect, mislead, confuse, divert, mask, and veil the truth all to avoid 

detection.  Those consumers who suffer are merely victims who were cheated by these 

corruptors’ criminal acts and pursuits who have legally stolen their money.   

 In order to confuse outsiders and to hide their criminal operations, these rogue 

Governments like Georgia, Florida, and others, and their rogue wealthy Carriers friends 

having complementary interests for, 1) greed, 2) and by victimizing the innocent, each 

engage in “criminalizing their victims” by “victim blaming” by gross falsification schemes 

targeting victims, which become fraudulently Affirmed as legal, by fraudulent Officiation, 

despite no actual violations by victims ever existing at all to Officialize, or else such 

allegations and accusations are grossly inaccurate hyperbole to pursue a nefarious 

agenda, where these supposed perpetrators – who are instead are actually victims of the 

true perpetrators who try to Frame-Up them – instead are good citizens who actually 

practice actual virtues as proper, the very virtues which corruptionists find intolerable, 

hence the victimization to then be hidden by false blaming. 

 This location is not a safe environment, and Georgia prefers that reality – control 

(through illicit and illegal limiting of citizen rights) through intimidation, which is cloaked. 



(I am an international Expert, not only in and of the United States, and this document has been 
filed internationally as part of my Expert knowledge and experiences nearing 40 years at age ~66.) 
 

FOR THE United States AND THE GLOBAL COMMUNITY 
 
Alarming reality: only in brief here, based on my direct personal experience and victimization: 
 

 
-Bruce Fredrics, Exclusive advanced Expert 
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 The people who have illicit, illegally, and unlawfully targeted and attacked me and 

others, at some point, and still continue in some form, either directly or indirectly, including 

by omitting and/or disregarding any normal or proper action to prevent or remedy 

assaults, including my/our Customers’ victimizations, include at least these attackers: 

 
1. The State of Georgia, Brian Kemp, Governor, Executive Branch 

2. Georgia Office of the Insurance Commissioner, (OIC) Gen. John King, Ret.; Chief 

of Law Enforcement, Ret. 

3. Chief Administrator for current Commissioner John King, Martin Sullivan 

4. Chief Attorney for Commissioner John King, Greg Conley 

5. Associate Attorney for Commissioner John King, Michael Dawson 

6. Associate Attorney for Commissioner John King, Dennison Romero 

7. Superior State Court Judge, Pandora Palmer 

8. (Georgia:  Several other State Superior Court Judges – [undisclosed]) 

9. Georgia Attorney General, (AG) Jeffrey Stump 

10. Georgia Secretary of State (SOS), Brad Raffensperger 

11. The State of Florida, Department of Financial Services, by Governor Ron DeSantis 

12. Other Florida Offices 

13. (Other organizations and persons in support of #1 through #12 – [undisclosed]; or 

are independent) 

 
 
Crime reports (plural) have been filed. 
  
  

 

 

 


